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Into Local Streets:  

Maryland National Guard and the Baltimore Riots 

 
On the afternoon of Monday, April 27, 2015, riots, fire and looting erupted in Baltimore following 

the death in police custody of a young black man, Freddie Gray. The Baltimore police quickly lost control 

of the situation and called on other police forces for assistance. That evening, Governor Larry Hogan 

declared a state of emergency and activated the Maryland National Guard (MNG). Baltimore Mayor 

Stephanie Rawlings-Blake instituted a nightly curfew starting Tuesday. All hoped to avoid a repeat of 

Ferguson, Missouri, where just eight months earlier the death of a black man at the hands of police led 

to days of riots. 

Major General Linda Singh, the newly appointed head of the state Guard, at the governor’s direction 

ordered her troops into action. In recent decades, the Maryland Guard—like its counterparts 

nationwide—had served multiple military missions overseas in theaters like Bosnia, Afghanistan, and 

Iraq. But not since 1968 had it been summoned for a domestic civil disturbance operation. 

It was not a simple task. For the next 24 hours, the Guard scrambled to deploy. The Maryland Guard 

had trained for rapid response civil action, but not for an open-ended operation with thousands of 

troops. At first, it was not even clear who was in charge—city or state police. General Singh was 

frustrated by logistical bottlenecks in getting each soldier body armor and ammunition. All also needed 

places to sleep, and food to eat. The hastily improvised staging area was far from ideal. Still, when the 

Guard appeared in full force Tuesday night, rioters melted away and peaceful citizens warmly welcomed 

the soldiers. 

As General Singh discovered, there were also personality and role-based conflicts. The governor and 

mayor had difficulty communicating; the state police superintendent and the Baltimore police 

commissioner were not on the same page. Singh found herself acting as mediator—a role she had not 

anticipated.1 
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But soon it was her turn to risk political conflict. By Thursday, April 30, a kind of peace had 

descended on the city. Late that night, Mayor Rawlings-Blake informed her colleagues that, in her view, 

the curfew had done its job and could be lifted. The local business community was hurting, and the 

mayor wanted to bring relief. Singh disagreed forcefully. The crowds might be temperate for the 

moment, but a weekend approached with further protest announced for Saturday. Moreover, the 

state’s attorney had promised to announce what charges would be brought against the officers involved 

in Gray’s arrest. With the heightened public tension, anything could happen. 

But the mayor continued to insist on lifting the curfew. Singh considered how to respond. On the 

one hand, she reported to the governor, not the mayor. But Singh was reluctant to increase tensions 

when she was not sure where the governor stood on the curfew. She also keenly appreciated that the 

military served to support civilian needs. She was a military professional responding to a law 

enforcement crisis, not an elected official. Was it her role to speak up, much less insist on her view? Yes, 

it had been challenging to deploy the Guard, and to recall the troops after barely 72 hours with potential 

trouble brewing seemed short-sighted. What was the National Guard’s responsibility in this situation? 

What was her responsibility? 

The case of Freddie Gray 

The chain of events which prompted the riots in Baltimore began with the arrest at 8:40 a.m. on 

Sunday, April 12, 2015, of Freddie Gray. As was later chronicled in numerous investigations, the 25-year-

old black man happened to be on the street in the Gilmor Homes housing project, in the high-crime and 

poor Sandtown-Winchester neighborhood, when three police officers on bicycle patrol caught his eye 

and Gray started to run. The police pursued him, discovered he carried a switchblade (others later 

claimed it was a legal knife), and arrested Gray. He had a record of minor crimes, and had served jail 

time for drug possession. 

The arresting officers loaded Gray into a van as two bystanders videotaped the scene. Gray was 

possibly screaming in pain. Over the next 30 minutes, the police drove the van around West Baltimore 

en route to the Western District police station. It made four stops: to shackle Gray; at a grocery store; to 

load a second prisoner; and at the station. Although Gray was bound hand and foot, he was not seat-

belted as required by a new regulation imposed just six days earlier. It was later determined that his 

body bounced around in the back of the van, and at one point his head hit a bolt.  

Gray several times asked for medical help, specifically an inhaler for breathing difficulties, but police 

did not have one on hand. Nor did they heed subsequent requests he made from the back of the van. 

On arrival at the station at 9:24 a.m., Gray was unconscious. Paramedics transferred him to the 

University of Maryland R. Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center at 9:45, where he was found to have 

three fractured vertebrae, voice box injuries, and a nearly-severed spine. Gray fell into a coma. 

On Monday, April 13, the Baltimore Police Department (BPD) at a press conference publicly 

announced Gray’s arrest. Over the following week, the department issued several contradictory 

statements about the chain of events that led to his hospitalization. Meanwhile, Gray on Tuesday 
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underwent extensive surgery. The public was following his case, but only on Saturday, April 18, did a 

peaceful crowd of a few hundred gather near the Western District police station to protest Gray’s 

apparent mistreatment by police. The next morning, April 19, Gray died. Not only Baltimore, but the 

country took notice of what looked superficially like a replay of events just months earlier in Missouri. 

Ferguson. In August 2014, white police officer Darren Wilson in Ferguson, Missouri, killed black 

teenager Michael Brown in what Wilson claimed was self-defense. Riots erupted and continued for 

several days before police and the Missouri National Guard were able to contain them; violence 

returned to Ferguson in December, when a grand jury did not indict the officer.a The incidents began a 

national discussion: Did police treat black citizens more harshly than whites? Could they mete out 

“street justice,” even murder black citizens, with impunity? Should police use military-style equipment 

and tactics in response to civil disturbances?   

In decline. Baltimore, formerly a thriving port, had fallen into decline. Its population was down a 

third since the 1950s as car factories, steel plants and shipyards went out of business. Despite the 

rejuvenation of an attractive waterfront, the drug trade was entrenched in the city. The rate of home 

foreclosures, poverty, and violent crime ran above the state norm in many neighborhoods. Housing was 

dilapidated. Unemployment, especially among black youths, was high. 

The Baltimore police department had a reputation for aggression and even brutality. From 2011-14, 

for example, the city paid $5.8 million to over 100 victims of false imprisonment, false arrest, bodily 

injury and even death.2 In a city with a 63 percent African-American population, the great majority of 

victims were black, inner-city residents.  

Both Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake and Police Commissioner Anthony W. Batts had 

made good-faith efforts to reform the force. Rawlings-Blake, a Democrat, had assumed office in 2010, 

after the former mayor resigned following an embezzlement conviction. She won election in her own 

right in 2011. Commissioner Batts came on in September 2012. He had been police chief in Long Beach 

and Oakland, California, where he drew national attention for his success in reducing violent crime and 

improving community-police relations. But his progress in Baltimore had been marred, among other 

issues, by two deaths of black men in police custody.3 Now both Batts and Rawlings-Blake worried about 

the potential for Gray’s death to spark a reaction in Baltimore similar to Ferguson.  

Early public/police reaction 

Protests at the Western District station resumed Sunday immediately after the announcement of 

Gray’s death and pressure built throughout the week. On Monday, April 20, protesters gathered both at 

City Hall and at Baltimore police headquarters, on East Fayette Street near the waterfront and some 

three miles from where Gray was arrested. From Tuesday to Friday, the numbers waxed and waned but 

                                                 
a
 The Department of Justice, after forensic evidence supported his claim, acquitted Wilson in March 2015 of civil rights viola-

tions. 
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marchers had a consistent message: justice for Gray. While a few threw bottles and other objects at 

police, participants were largely peaceful and police were restrained.    

City police. Throughout the week, the BPD released more information. On Monday, it acknowledged 

that Gray had asked repeatedly for medical help but received none. On Tuesday, the department 

identified the six officers involved in Gray’s arrest. They were Officer Caesar R. Goodson, the van’s 

driver, supervisor Sergeant Alicia D. White, Lieutenant Brian Rice, and the three bicycle patrol officers 

William G. Porter, Edward M. Nero and, Garrett E. Miller. BPD said the six were suspended with pay 

pending an investigation. 

Gray’s death attracted national attention. By Tuesday, there were three separate investigations into 

the death: an independent panel commissioned by Batts; a criminal review due to the state's attorney's 

office on May 1; and an internal disciplinary investigation into the officers’ conduct.4 That afternoon, at 

the request of Maryland congressional representatives, the US Department of Justice opened a fourth, a 

civil rights investigation. 

In one illustration of the ongoing tension between police and community, police union President 

Gene Ryan, in defending the officers, Wednesday said that "the images seen on television look and 

sound much like a lynch mob, in that they are calling for the immediate imprisonment of these officers 

without them ever receiving the due process that is the Constitutional right of every citizen, including 

law enforcement officers."5 Gray family attorney William Murphy fired back that:  

the president of the police union called peaceful protests and the anger at the death of 
a man to severe and unfathomable injuries while in police custody a lynch mob? It 
doesn't get more insensitive or insulting than that. These remarks illustrate why black 
people and the police don't get along.6 

On Thursday April 23, as protesters again filled the streets, Commissioner Batts met with the Gray 

family as well as some of the marchers to describe what police were doing to probe the case. In 

response to the growing number of protesters, the police department canceled leave for all personnel. 

The BPD also requested help from surrounding county police departments.b,7 

At a press conference Friday afternoon, Commissioner Batts again admitted BPD mistakes, 

acknowledged that police had not followed procedures to secure Gray in the van, and speculated that 

he might have suffered a “rough ride”—the term for an intentional effort to hurt a prisoner during 

transport.8 He said:  

We know he was not buckled in the transportation wagon as he should have been. No 
excuses from me. Period… We know our police employees failed to get him medical 
attention in a timely manner multiple times.9 

                                                 
b
 The request went out to police departments in Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Howard, Montgomery and Prince George’s counties, 

as well as to the Baltimore City school police, the Baltimore City sheriff’s office, Maryland State Police, Maryland Transit Author-
ity police and Maryland Transportation Authority police. 
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But public apologies notwithstanding, the protests were gaining momentum and organizers 

announced a large demonstration for Saturday afternoon; they hoped for as many as 10,000. Gray’s 

family, supported by local clergy and organizations such as the NAACP, called for peaceful protests, but 

fear of violence grew. Heightening public safety concerns, a baseball game between the Baltimore 

Orioles and the Boston Red Sox was scheduled for Saturday evening at Camden Yards (Oriole Park) 

stadium, with a capacity of 46,000.  

Saturday. The weekend, however, went better than expected. Protestors did march from City Hall 

to the Inner Harbor. At least five police vehicles suffered damage, and six police were injured. Police for 

a while kept baseball fans at the stadium for their own safety. But police maintained overall control. On 

the political front, however, Mayor Rawlings-Blake sparked sharp criticism for a statement she made 

Saturday night: "While we tried to make sure that [protestors] were protected from the cars and the 

other things that were going on, we also gave those who wished to destroy space to do that as well."10 

The mayor later clarified that she never condoned violence, and was speaking only about the need to 

protect free expression.  

But authorities realized that another difficult day lay ahead—Gray’s funeral was scheduled for 

Monday, April 27. A flier posted on social media called for protestors to gather near the Mondawmin 

Mall in northwest Baltimore and march to City Hall.c On Sunday, Gray’s twin, Fredericka, appeared 

jointly with the mayor and pleaded for no violence at her brother’s service.  

Prep behind the scenes 

Baltimore police had realized earlier that they needed help. The Baltimore police force had 3,000 

officers, but the city of 620,000 spread over nearly 80 square miles. At 9 p.m. on Wednesday, April 22, 

Baltimore Commissioner Batts called State Police Superintendent William M. Pallozzi to ask for 200 state 

police. Pallozzi was unable to comply because most of his 1,553 officers had other duties, but he did 

send 32 troopers and some officers from the Maryland Transportation Authority, which patrolled 

bridges, tunnels and the airport.11 On Saturday, he sent a mobile field force team of some 50 troopers. 

The Wednesday BPD request, however, prompted Superintendent Pallozzi to consult with his long-

time colleague and the director of the Maryland Emergency Management Agency (MEMA), Clay Stamp, 

about contingency plans for a state of emergency. The two decided to meet with Major General Linda L. 

Singh, adjutant general (commanding officer) of the Maryland National Guard. The three gathered at the 

Guard’s Fifth Regiment Armory in Baltimore on Friday, April 24 at 2:30 p.m. for an informal discussion. 

What, they wanted to know, were the Guard’s capabilities and how long would it take for them to 

deploy?  

                                                 
c
 The flier called for a “purge,” a reference to the movie "The Purge," which imagined what would happen in a society without 

laws. 
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Missions. Since its inception, the National Guard in each state had served two missions: defend the 

country in war, and assist their home states during crisis. State National Guard forces reported to 

governors, who routinely mobilized units during natural disasters. But another part of the Guard’s 

mandate was to support law enforcement during civil unrest. As “citizen soldiers”—a trained force of 

paid volunteers, most of whom also held fulltime civilian day jobs—Guards lived in the communities 

they were charged to protect. The Maryland National Guard had not experienced a full mobilization nor 

done civil disturbance work since 1968, when riots in Baltimore after the assassination of Reverend 

Martin Luther King, Jr., put the city under martial law.  

Costs. Under a cost-sharing arrangement, the federal government paid ongoing National Guard 

salaries and maintenance costs.d Once activated for state duty, however, the tab passed to the state, 

which assumed responsibility for salaries, living expenses, gas and so forth for the duration of 

deployment. As with their counterparts nationwide, most of the 6,000 members of the Maryland Guard 

served part-time (one weekend a month plus two weeks of training a year). A combination of fulltime 

and traditional members—many of them former active duty military—ran the Guard, which was 

headquartered at Baltimore’s Fifth Regiment Armory – a location that turned out to be only 15 blocks 

from the riots. In addition, there were 32 Readiness Centers statewide. 

Newbies. In April 2015, key members of Maryland’s political and law enforcement leadership were 

new to the job. Governor Larry Hogan, a Republican businessman with no previous political experience, 

had taken office just three months earlier, on January 21. He had appointed Major General Singh as 

adjutant general. Singh, during 34 years of service in both the enlisted and officer ranks, had served in 

multiple staff and command assignments, including deployments to Kosovo and Afghanistan. In 

Maryland, she had worked as director of the joint staff (Army/Air Guard) and Army commander.e In her 

civilian life, she was a managing director for a global consulting and professional services company. 

Singh’s chief of joint staff, Colonel Sean Casey, had taken that post only on March 28. Pallozzi, who had 

retired in December 2014 from the state police force after 25 years, returned to state service as 

superintendent on February 17.  

 Alert. General Singh was not surprised to see MEMA Director Stamp and Superintendent Pallozzi. 

She had been concerned since Gray’s arrest. “I’m sitting here thinking, if this kid dies, we could 

potentially have a Ferguson on our hands,” she recalled.12 Now she gave Stamp and Pallozzi the 

numbers. The 4,800-person Maryland National Guard reported to 35 armories statewide. A rapid 

response contingent of 350 could be in Baltimore within 8-24 hours, but it would take 48-72 hours for 

the vast majority of soldiers to deploy. As she told her visitors, the Guard was not nimble in the early 

hours of an emergency, but it had staying power. Once deployed, it was self-sufficient, providing soldiers 

with places to sleep, meals, sanitary facilities, and medical care.  

                                                 
d
 States also provided matching funds for facilities maintenance. 

e
 The National Guard had both Army and Air units/members. Each had a separate reporting structure. The Joint Staff, under the 

adjutant general, oversaw both. 
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The Baltimore police also contacted the Guard. On Friday, April 24, as Singh met with Stamp and 

Pallozzi, Colonel Casey attended a meeting of area law enforcement agencies. BPD Chief of Staff Colonel 

Melissa Hyatt asked the group of about 25 who could provide what assistance if matters turned serious. 

“It was kind of precautionary at that point,” recalled Casey.13 

After her meeting, recalled Singh, “I was really concerned that we would not be able to respond 

quick enough… I really needed to see how far forward I could lean.” Without a state of emergency, she 

could not initiate detailed preparation. Still, she did what she could. After consulting with Maryland 

Director of Homeland Security Thomas E. Hutchins, Singh late Friday authorized Colonel Casey to send 

out a “test” alert which, among other things, would let her know what percentage turnout she could 

expect in the event of an actual emergency. The test ran on Friday and Saturday. “What we told them is 

pack your bags and leave them by the door, and don’t go anywhere for the weekend,” she said. Some 98 

percent—higher than she had hoped for—responded.  

The longest day 

On Monday, April 27, Singh and most of her leadership team watched Gray’s 11 a.m. funeral on 

television. She had followed events carefully on Saturday, ready to respond if needed. The service at 

New Shiloh Baptist Church was crowded with family, friends, and dignitaries, including members of 

President Barack Obama’s administration. On behalf of Gray’s family and the community, the presiding 

minister, Pastor Jamal Bryant, appealed for calm. 

But at 3 p.m., a small crowd gathered near Mondawmin Mall. At first, they were mostly students 

from the nearby Frederick Douglass High School. Many were marooned because authorities had 

canceled area bus and metro service. A few threw bricks and bottles at police. Fearing unrest, the mall 

had closed preemptively at 2:15 p.m., as did nearby campuses and businesses: the University of 

Maryland, Baltimore City Community College, Coppin State University, Lexington Market, the National 

Aquarium, and the public library system.   

Police in riot gear blockaded nearby streets. Law enforcement had established an Emergency 

Operations Center (EOC) at police headquarters on the 9th floor, in what was known as the Watch 

Center. It quickly became chaotic, with more than 100 people occupying a space designed for 30-40. A 

BPD emergency operations plan turned out to be only two pages long, and short on details. The many 

city departments involved in emergency response were unsure how specifically to coordinate.  

As the day advanced, violence accelerated. Youths armed with bats and pipes attacked police cars. 

Looting was rampant. Police officers were injured and their vehicles set on fire. In what turned out to be 

an organized operation, gangs paid teenagers to loot and set fires at drugstores. With fire and police 

officers at front entrances, the gangs broke into the back and stole thousands of dollars’ worth of drugs. 

BPD, meanwhile, distributed information that it called a “credible threat.” The statement said: 
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The Criminal Intelligence Unit received credible information that members of various 
gangs including the Black Guerilla Family, Bloods, and Crips have entered into a 
partnership to 'take out' law enforcement officers.14 

Gang members denied doing so, and the threat was later proven false; but it added to the tension, 

not least among cops on the street.  

Meanwhile, BPD officers felt unable to respond fully. Commissioner Batts, the police union later 

charged, had told officers to engage protesters only after “they burned, looted and destroyed the city, 

so that it would show that the rioters were forcing our hand.”15 On the plus side, the Orioles, scheduled 

to play the Chicago White Sox at 7 p.m. Monday, postponed the game.  

State of emergency. By then General Singh was at the governor’s office in the state capital, 

Annapolis. Governor Hogan had activated a state emergency operations center on Saturday. Singh had 

kept in close touch Monday with state Homeland Security Director Hutchins, asking “what does the boss 

want me to do? Are we going to pull together? Are we going to get on a call? What are we going to do?” 

At 3 p.m., the governor summoned her to join the rest of his emergency management team.  

As Governor Hogan watched events unfold on television, he continued a series of conversations 

with Baltimore Mayor Rawlings-Blake that had started on Saturday. He wanted her to request a state of 

emergency, and had had an executive order ready to go for two days.16 But the mayor was reluctant to 

portray her city as out of control. On Monday afternoon, recalled Singh, Rawlings-Blake kept asking for 

more time. “I was getting a little restless and a little concerned,” said Singh, who needed as much time 

as possible to get troops on the streets. As the hours ticked by and disorder spread, the group in the 

governor’s office grew increasingly frustrated at the mayor’s indecision. 

President Obama called Governor Hogan to urge restraint. While the governor agreed, he also 

“assured him we weren’t going to stand by and allow our city of Baltimore to be taken over by thugs.”17 

Finally, just before 6 p.m., Hogan told Rawlings-Blake that if she did not request an emergency, he would 

simply declare it.18 She acquiesced, and within minutes he issued the executive order which, among 

other emergency actions, ordered the National Guard to mobilize.19 In a statement, Hogan said that 

“today’s looting and acts of violence in Baltimore will not be tolerated.”  

In response, I have put the Maryland National Guard on alert so they can be in position 
to deploy rapidly as needed. I strongly condemn the actions of the offenders who are 
engaged in direct attacks against innocent civilians, businesses and law enforcement 
officers. There is a significant difference between protesting and violence and those 
committing these acts will be prosecuted under the fullest extent of the law.20 

Rawlings-Blake in turn declared a citywide curfew starting Tuesday night, from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. She 

blamed the riots on "thugs who only want to incite violence and destroy our city." She continued: 

Too many people have spent generations building up this city for it to be destroyed by 
thugs who, in a very senseless way, are trying to tear down what so many have fought 
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for. It's idiotic to think that by destroying your city, you're going to make life better for 
anybody.21 

At 8:30 p.m. Monday evening, Governor Hogan, Superintendent Pallozzi and General Singh—by then 

at Camp Fretterd, an MNG facility in Reisterstown, 45 minutes from Baltimore—appeared together at a 

press conference at the Maryland Emergency Management Agency. The first question for Governor 

Hogan: Who was in charge of the response? Turning to Pallozzi, Hogan said “he is.” “The city has asked 

us to take over," Hogan said. "Bill Pallozzi is in charge."22 It was news to Pallozzi. Typically, the chief of 

the Baltimore police would head an operation in the city. “My first reaction was a little bit of shock,” 

conceded Pallozzi. But he understood that the governor naturally considered his senior law enforcement 

official the incident commander. 

General Singh then took the microphone to caution that this was not martial law—which only the 

federal government could declare—but a state of emergency. Mindful of the complaints after Ferguson, 

she said, “I wanted to make it very clear that we were not there to take over.” She emphasized that the 

Guard’s role was to support civilian authorities and the police.  

By the end of Monday, protestors had ransacked stores, the mall, and 18 pharmacies; injured 15 

police; burned 15 buildings; and set 144 cars on fire. Governor Hogan and his cabinet that evening 

watched events live at the Camp Fretterd EOC, and visited the hospital treating the Baltimore police 

injured earlier in the day. The governor seemed inclined to micromanage the military operation. For 

example, he wanted to position National Guard troops at each drugstore, but it wasn’t feasible—there 

were more than 85 in the area. “He’s very detail oriented. And he wanted things done and done now,” 

said Singh.  

On Tuesday morning, Singh visited the governor in his Baltimore office. “My job is to be an advisor 

to the governor,” she observed. At the Monday evening press conference, Singh had stated that up to 

5,000 troops would soon be on the streets to protect citizens and property. That was exactly what her 

commanders were scrambling to do.  

Marshalling the Guard 

Immediately after Hogan signed the executive order on Monday, General Singh ordered her top 

commanders to mobilize 1,000 troops as a start. Some officers, like Colonel Casey and logistics director 

Colonel Jeffrey Knepshield (who both came in from days off), were already in place at the joint staff 

emergency operations center (EOC) at Camp Fretterd, waiting for just this message; others were 

scrambling to return from a distance. Just down the hall was the Army operations center, as was MEMA. 

At 11 p.m., Army chief of staff Colonel Adam Flasch rolled in. Flasch had been at a National Guard chiefs 

of staff conference in Washington DC when he saw on TV that fires were burning in Baltimore. He got in 

his car, working by phone to set up the Army operations center. Others continued to arrive. The EOC 

finally reached its full planning and operational function by about 3 a.m. Tuesday. 
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Rapid response. The Guard had a domestic emergency response plan, which Singh had just signed in 

March. It called for the deployment of a small corps of rapid reaction soldiers, who only eight months 

before (August 2014) had gone through training for just this eventuality.f As prescribed, Colonel Flasch 

first called up the 50 soldiers of the Initial Response Force (IRF), who could be on the scene within eight 

hours. Next in line was the National Guard Response Force (NGRF), 350 additional infantry who could 

respond within 24 hours.g With support staff, that made a force of 500 soldiers.  

Singh had an early decision to make: arm the troops or not? Many had criticized the military aspect 

of the Ferguson response. But Singh had no doubts: she would not send her troops unarmed into harm’s 

way. The weapons, however, did not necessarily need to be loaded. “I said, well, we’re going to arm 

them. But they’re just going to have [the ammunition] with them,” she recalled. Colonel Casey 

confirmed that “General Singh and I were in total agreement that first of all they were not going to go 

out without body armor. They were not going to go out without weapons, and not going to go out 

without ammo.” 

There was a hiccup, however: non-lethal weapons. The Guard had enough supplies of pepper spray, 

Tasers, and other crowd-control substances for the rapid reaction troops, who were trained in its use. 

But Baltimore police, Singh learned to her surprise, did not have the necessary equipment to protect 

themselves against tear gas and other chemicals. The Guard had to re-collect all non-lethal supplies.   

Lot C. Two questions then arose: Where should the first response forces go? And who was in 

charge—the state police superintendent or the city police commissioner? Superintendent Pallozzi was 

eager to clarify the command question directly with Commissioner Batts. That proved time-consuming. 

Only at 4 a.m. Tuesday was he able to get the commissioner on the phone. “You are the incident 

commander. This is your city,” Pallozzi told Batts. “I just want to help. We have to stop what’s going on.” 

Under protocol, however, all non-BPD officers continued to report to Pallozzi, who coordinated with the 

BPD on where to send them.  

Meanwhile, Pallozzi summoned the chiefs of all major Maryland law enforcement agencies at 10 

p.m. to plan for Tuesday. They decided that because the state owned the stadium at Camden Yards, a 

parking lot there could serve as the state police command post. They took Lot A initially and, when that 

proved too small, expanded to Lots B and C. “Was that the best location? No, it’s not the perfect one. 

But it’s one we owned, nobody could kick us off, and it had the ability to park all the vehicles,” he said.  

On Monday, Singh followed the governor’s directive and worked through Pallozzi. “I knew that we 

had to work through all the other things. I wasn’t worried about that at this point,” she said. So the 

National Guard went to Lot C. The IRF and NGRF, fully outfitted, arrived by 4 a.m. Tuesday, the latter a 

full 16 hours ahead of schedule, thanks in part to the August training. By 8 a.m., Pallozzi sent them to 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor to guard key infrastructure. There they remained for many hours.  

                                                 
f
 The civil disturbance response contingency plan had been updated thanks to former Adjutant General James Adkins, former 
joint chief of staff General Jeffrey Kramer, then chief of the joint staff, and General Singh. 
g
 All the early response soldiers came from the 175

th
 Infantry. 
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A larger force 

But the governor wanted, and General Singh had indicated, that not 500 but 5,000 National Guard 

soldiers would be mobilized. After her announcement at the Monday night press conference, Colonel 

Flasch had emailed his assistant that “it’s a total mobilization…. This has changed things considerably.”23 

There was some consternation, because while the state had 6,000 National Guard troops, only some 

3,200 were available at any given time after accounting for leaves, training programs, injuries, or illness. 

Depending on the evolving needs in Baltimore, Maryland might have to request additional Guard forces 

from other states. As Tuesday progressed, Singh requested ever more troops in increments of 500, 

recalled Colonel Casey. But many prescribed steps lay between her requests and deployment.   

Under standing rules, after a call-up, National Guard soldiers in Maryland assembled at their 

assigned armories. Typically, there they received equipment: weapons, ammunition and body armor. 

Colonel Knepshield was chief logistician for the Maryland Guard; it was his responsibility to supply the 

troops with all necessary commodities and services. He recognized immediately that MNG had 

inadequate supplies of both armor and ammunition for a full mobilization. He would have to locate 

extras elsewhere. But distributing whatever he could find to a large number of armories would be a 

logistical nightmare. So most troops were sent to a joint staging area, Warfield Air Base in Middle River, 

some 15 miles northeast of Baltimore. There they waited for their equipment to arrive.  

Body armor. The Maryland Guard had only 800 sets of body armor on hand, and the rapid reaction 

forces were using 350 of those. So Monday evening, Colonel Knepshield contacted the National Guard 

Bureau (NGB) in Washington, DC—the Guard’s central administrative arm, and asked for help. On 

Tuesday, the NGB located 3,000 sets at a central depot in Kentucky, packed them up, and shipped them 

within eight hours.  

Improved Outer Tactical Wear (IOTV), as the armor was called, “is unwieldy and ungodly, it is hot 

and it is heavy and it is uncomfortable,” noted Knepshield.24 For bullet-proof protection, IOTVs were 

fitted with plates; but because they lost durability over time, the plates had to be replaced regularly. 

IOTVs and plates came in different sizes. Soldiers also carried ammunition in the IOTVs. Each item had to 

be signed for by the individual soldier and returned after the operation with strict accounting for 

anything used or missing.  

Ammo. As for ammunition, “I didn’t have a sufficient amount of on-hand contingency ammunition 

to outfit a full mobilization,” remembered Knepshield. He put out a request, and eventually sent teams 

to Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania, for extra ammunition. But meanwhile he decided to stretch 

existing supplies by reducing the standard 210-round requirement. “Our soldiers on the streets of 

Baltimore do not require the same amount of protection that a soldier on the streets in Fallujah needs,” 

he said. So he requested an adjustment of the basic load. Soldiers carrying a 9-mm weapon would get 10 

rounds; those carrying an M4 or M16 rifle 30 rounds.  

Getting even those reduced supplies to Warfield, however, took longer than expected. The Guard 

had pre-positioned some ammo, moving it from a permanent depository at the Aberdeen Proving 
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Grounds to Havre de Grace. A number of glitches prevented its smooth transport the 30 miles to 

Warfield. For example, the unit assigned to move the ammunition at first brought only emergency 

response ammo, instead of the entire stockpile, and had to be sent back. One officer, in a misguided 

effort to increase efficiency, waited three hours to inventory IOTVs so they could be delivered by the 

same truck instead of sending the ammunition immediately. One tractor-trailer had trouble locating an 

authorized driver. Altogether, these caused delays of 8-10 hours.  

To a degree, this was understandable, noted Colonel Flasch: “You went through a 60-day process to 

get to Afghanistan. We had to truncate a lot of that 60-day process into about eight to 10 hours.” 

Colonel Knepshield agreed: “Unfortunately, none of our brainstorming or any of our contingency 

planning really was able to account for the scale and scope of what it ended up being.” 

As the day progressed, General Singh grew quite frustrated that there were not more Guards on the 

streets. The governor had given a press conference at 7:45 a.m., and another at noon, in which he 

pledged that 1,000 National Guard would be on duty shortly. She and the governor were watching TV 

and, to their dismay, saw no sign of Guardsmen after the initial rapid response troops. Singh did not at 

the time know about the ammunition hold-up: “I found this out way after.” 

The overall situation continued precarious. The Orioles canceled Tuesday night’s game and 

announced that the Wednesday afternoon game would be played, but closed to the public—a first in 

baseball history. Baltimore schools were closed. Police continued to battle with protesters. The point of 

greatest unrest was the intersection at Penn and North with its backdrop of a burned-out drugstore. But 

where was the Guard?  

The MP battalion 

The next MNG group scheduled for Baltimore duty was a battalion of military police (MPs) based at 

the armory in Adelphi. Even though their body armor had not arrived, the MNG Army commander 

(Brigadier General Timothy Gowen) directed Joint Task Force Commander Colonel William Greer to 

move them into the city Tuesday afternoon, so they would be ready to deploy fast once fully equipped. 

“Their training is equal to NGRF. They’re our secondary force to come in,” explained Colonel Greer.25 At 

Lot C, the colonel found state police coordinating with a BPD liaison officer working out of his car. 

Superintendent Pallozzi needed the extra manpower. Unfortunately, he commented, “the BDP was 

not prepared, not trained, and not equipped to really handle” the situation. For example, they had few 

shields, and those they did have were old and splintered easily. Many had no helmets, or padded suits. 

He, too, was surprised that non-lethal munitions were off limits (although his forces did later use some 

when no BPD were in the area). Moreover, he observed, “one of our challenges was the fact that law 

enforcement was the problem; that’s what they were protesting.”  

But the newly arrived National Guard troops did not help Pallozzi either. “They weren’t prepared. 

They didn’t have the proper equipment, they didn’t have any protective gear, and they didn’t have 

ammunition.” As he quickly learned, “for law enforcement, the minute you come out to work you’re 
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ready to go, we can send you wherever…. The military doesn’t work that way in that you don’t bring 

everything you need from home.”  

Pallozzi was in constant contact with General Singh, and finally told her that “I need you to send 

somebody my rank or higher who knows who’s here, what they can do, what they can’t do, whether 

they’re ready. I can’t keep asking them.” She agreed. “I was really worried when I realized that we were 

overloading [Pallozzi], and that that was causing some friction,” she said. “Things weren’t moving like 

they should be. Things weren’t moving fast.” 

Liaison. Late Tuesday, she dispatched Army Commander Gowen to Lot C. Apart from smoothing 

relations with the state police, she needed her own eyes and ears onsite. “There’s no way that at my 

level I can manage off of what’s going on on the TV. I needed somebody on the ground,” said Singh. 

Gowen had just landed in Mobile, Alabama, for his civilian job when Governor Hogan declared the state 

of emergency Monday. He caught the first flight back Tuesday morning, and drove straight to the Fifth 

Armored Regiment in Baltimore and then to Camp Fretterd.  

The Guard had assumed that the police knew what the military could do, but it was becoming clear 

that was not the case. “She wanted a senior guy to be able to go down there and talk senior to senior 

because we were struggling here to effect communications,” remembered Gowen.26 “The [state and 

city] police forces weren’t talking to each other, weren’t supporting each other.” Another problem was 

integrating the Guard into police operations. Noted Gowen, “The police who operate every single day at 

the squad car level aren’t used to asking for help, and then getting it. [Also] they just aren’t accustomed 

to operating big missions like this.”  

Bottlenecks. General Gowen arrived at Lot C around sunset Tuesday to find two hold-ups: body 

armor and ammunition. There was still not enough of either. However, the rapid response force had 

both. By then, those troops had been on active duty for nearly 24 hours. In addition, most had worked a 

full day before responding at 6 p.m. Monday. Many had slept during breaks right on the pavement in the 

harbor. General Gowen saw a solution for the MPs. He immediately recalled the rapid response forces 

and directed them to give their armor to an MP of approximately the same build. Disregard the usual 

check-in/check-out procedures, he ordered, and get the MPs equipped. They also handed over their 

ammunition.  

The hand-off from the rapid response troops went quickly and by 9 p.m. the MPs were fully 

equipped. The police wanted to send the Guard out immediately in roving patrols of two Humvees each. 

But one last hurdle remained: a final mission assignment. “We do things in a military manner,” said 

Gowen, “we don’t just get in cars and go. The police were now frustrated with me because they wanted 

to go.” Officers had to brief the plan to the troops, and review safety and use-of-force rules. “The 

biggest fear we had was a soldier firing a round down at a civilian,” said Colonel Greer. “I made sure that 

a lawyer talked to them about rules of use of force, proper defense techniques…. ‘Your life really needs 

to be threatened,’” he told them.  
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Pressure built on Gowen not only from the state police, but from his commanding officer. The 

governor and General Singh could not understand why the National Guard was still not visible, especially 

at the volatile intersection of North and Penn. “General Singh was feeling the pressure from the 

governor, and I was feeling the pressure from General Singh, and everyone that was under me was 

feeling the pressure from me,” recalled Gowen. Colonel Casey, for one, was unsurprised. “When this 

thing first started, I gathered my staff and I said, I can tell you right now, no matter how fast we get on 

the street, it won’t be fast enough.” He added, “We anticipated we would have problems. We 

anticipated that leaders were going to be frustrated…. Even though we had a plan, we didn’t expect to 

have a full-scale riot.” 

Escorts. Finally, the Guard needed police escorts. For one thing, it was not a police force. While it 

had law enforcement authority during state emergencies, Guard commanders preferred that soldiers 

not perform police duties such as arrests. Moreover, Baltimore’s streets were unfamiliar to most. 

Gowen was not prepared to send troops anywhere by themselves. “That was one of my rules,” said 

Gowen. “I wasn’t afraid of our guys getting hurt. I was afraid of our guys getting overwhelmed and 

having to do things that they don’t want to do… On the fly, we decided we were going to put police in 

the vehicles with our guys.” 

The overtaxed police, while anxious for the Guard to deploy, did not respond at first to requests for 

escorts. Finally, Gowen buttonholed a state police operations officer: “I’m like ‘we’re ready. The 

governor wants us there. You need to get some police officers into that convoy right now.’” That got 

attention, and in short order the troops had their escorts.  

By Tuesday at 10 p.m., General Gowen was able to dispatch a company to secure North and Penn. 

The rest of the battalion was sent on roving patrols for the night. The troops traveled in some 20 up-

armored Humvees. Each Humvee carried three soldiers and one state police officer. “We had 20 in one 

company, and we just rolled them out the door to North and Penn while the rest of them were getting 

ready,” recalled Colonel Greer. The rest of the battalion went out on roving patrols.  

As the company rolled into North and Penn, helicopter cameras recorded the effect: the crowds 

melted away. “It just dissipated. All the lawlessness at that intersection stopped,” remembered Colonel 

Flasch. The curfew went into effect that night, and police arrested 35 for violating it—but there was no 

violence.  

General Gowen’s theory was that “they saw a trustworthy authority that was there. We’re National 

Guard, we’re from their communities, we’re there to establish the peace and we’re not going to let 

things continue on the wrong path.” Commented Colonel Casey: “We learned real quick that those that 

wanted to commit violence were willing to fight the police. They were not willing to fight us. I think 

going in hard had a lot to do with that.” General Gowen returned to Camp Fretterd early Wednesday 

morning, replaced by Brigadier General Jeffrey Kramer, assistant division commander for the 29th 

Infantry Division. 
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Troops flood in 

As the MPs finally deployed on Tuesday evening, hundreds of other National Guard arrived at Lot C. 

With ongoing delays in IOTVs and ammunition deliveries, Colonel Casey ordered them to Baltimore with 

plans to collect their equipment there. By 8 p.m., some 1,700 soldiers had arrived. The scene was 

chaotic. It was dark, and hundreds of vehicles, law enforcement officers, and soldiers swarmed the 

tarmac. “It wasn’t good,” recalled Pallozzi. “Any commander, whether you’re military or law 

enforcement, the last thing you want is to have human resources sitting around doing nothing.”  

Logistics. It was not for lack of effort. Colonel Knepshield started work Monday afternoon via “three 

phones, two desktops and a cellphone and two computers.” Lot C, he said, “was what I would call the 

logistician’s nightmare… You don’t want your staging base to be in the middle of your riot.” He could 

secure neither supplies nor forces. But Lot C it was.  

By Tuesday night, the extra body armor and ammunition had arrived, the IOTVs from Kentucky and 

the ammunition from both Aberdeen Proving Ground and Pennsylvania. In the meantime, Knepshield 

had fielded a complex logistics operation. Lot C afforded the soldiers a place to eat, sleep and prepare 

for future operations. There were portable toilets, food, and medical personnel on hand. Fortunately, 

the weather was mild and clear. On Wednesday, the Maryland Stadium Authority opened locker rooms 

so soldiers could shower. The nearby Fifth Regiment Armory also housed soldiers.  

Knepshield also organized food. He fed soldiers not only in Baltimore, but as they mobilized at 

armories around the state. He coordinated church-group volunteers who showed up from as far south 

as South Carolina. Crucially, the Red Cross and churches brought in laundry trailers and provided a drop-

off/pick-up service for uniforms. AT&T supplied a van for responders to recharge their cellphones. 

Knepshield also had to deal with an oversupply of donated goods, from water to food. Half a tractor-

trailer palette of water was dropped off in the parking lot. Eventually, he asked donors to please take 

supplies to schools, soup kitchens, and homeless shelters instead.  

The public affairs office dealt with a different logistical challenge: providing information. Public 

Affairs Director Colonel Kohler sent a few staff to join a joint information center at the State Emergency 

Operations Center. They fielded media requests for interviews and data. “We wanted to put out as 

much information as we could,” he said.27 His office even gave each soldier a media engagement card 

with instructions on how to answer reporters’ questions. 

Air Guard. Air Guard troops also reported for duty at the Warfield Air Base. General Singh on 

Monday had asked the assistant adjutant general for air, Brigadier General Scott L. Kelly, to supply up to 

500 troops. Under the emergency response plan, the Air Guard was responsible for joint reception 

staging and onward integration (JRSOI), or checking that troops had the proper briefings and directives 

before sending them out on mission. Colonel Casey also sent Air Guard security forces to guard the Fifth 

Regiment Armory in Baltimore.  
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General Singh, meanwhile, was busy not just coordinating the Guard’s response, but dealing with 

the civilian leadership. 

Diplomacy  

On Monday night, Governor Hogan in an interview had made it clear that he favored declaring a 

state of emergency days before Mayor Rawlings-Blake agreed.28 The mayor had struggled to fight off the 

resulting criticism from the media and others. On Tuesday, apparently offended also by the implication 

that the state was saving Baltimore, the mayor ignored repeated overtures from the governor’s office 

for a meeting to better coordinate the response.  

General Singh felt she could do something to improve the situation. In her civilian job, she had 

trained in negotiations. She also knew the mayor personally through multiple events that both attended. 

“Here we are, operating in her city, and I hadn’t talked to her at that point,” said Singh. “I needed to go 

over and make sure, is there something else that she needs that I just may not be hearing?... I now need 

to make sure I’m taking care of all my stakeholders.”  

So her legislative liaison set up a meeting for Tuesday afternoon. Singh made sure to get approval 

from Governor Hogan. When the mayor walked in, recalled Singh, Rawlings-Blake was all business. But 

Singh had a different approach in mind: empathy. She asked after the mayor’s personal well-being, and 

sympathized with the stress of the situation. At the same time, Singh was clear about the purpose of her 

visit: “I was there to see what does she need. And then I was also there to say, OK, you need to meet 

with my boss.” 

By Tuesday evening, Singh’s success was evident. At 8 p.m., the mayor and governor met at her 

office. BPD Commissioner Batts was also there. Undoing the confusion of the night before, the group 

reached consensus that Batts had ultimate responsibility for the operation. Superintendent Pallozzi 

would keep responsibility for Maryland state police, as well as those from other states. The Guard would 

also continue to report to him.   

Starting late that night, the leadership team instituted a nightly meeting. Governor Hogan, his Chief 

of Staff Craig Williams, his Senior Advisor Keiffer Mitchell, Mayor Rawlings-Blake, Superintendent 

Pallozzi, General Singh and Commissioner Batts met at the end of each day, often as late as 1 a.m., to 

compare notes and plan for the next day. 

Lift the curfew? 

Wednesday, April 29, saw a modicum of calm return to Baltimore. City schools were able to reopen, 

and at noon the Baltimore Symphony offered a free outdoor concert near the riot area. The National 

Guard presence was visible and, to all appearances, welcome. Citizens approached the soldiers to have 

photos taken with them, or to offer food or water. One renowned local business, Mission BBQ, offered 

so many free meals that some Guard members later admitted they had overindulged.  
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The National Guard, state police, and BPD were working together more smoothly. The Guard was in 

place at the harbor, at Johns Hopkins University and its medical center, at the University of Maryland 

and its medical center, and at the Mondawmin Mall. Its roving patrols roamed the riot area. After quick 

training on riot control at the Fifth Regiment Armory, the Air Guard also stood guard at static sites. 

Overall, 2,641 Army and 520 Air Guard deployed in the response operation.29 Some 200 Air Guard 

served in Baltimore, while another 300 or so provided support such as cyber operations, medical care, 

and communications. “They were excited to be able to go and participate and help the situation out,” 

said General Kelly.30 

Pallozzi especially appreciated the Guard presence on Wednesday. At that point, he personally had 

been awake for two days, as had many other police officers. “Wednesday is when we went really thin, 

law enforcement-wise,” he said. Police, he explained, “are good from the time of an incident until about 

72 hours. The military, they usually don’t get there until 48 to 72 hours, but when they come they’re 

much better at sustaining their operation.” The Guard was also crucial in transporting large groups of 

police—who at first used city buses—to hot spots in its armored personnel carriers. 

A battle rhythm was established. Troops served 12-hour shifts, and Army chief of staff Colonel 

Flasch for one made sure they got enough sleep. “Sleep is a tool, just like any other tool, and if you don’t 

have it in your kitbag then none of your other tools will work correctly…. I am going to take you out and 

beat you mercilessly if you don’t sleep,” he joked to the soldiers. On Thursday morning, joint task force 

commander Colonel Greer was sufficiently sanguine to order the Guard to remove magazines from their 

rifles. “We’ll see if we can calm this down a little bit,” he said. That, however, proved premature when 

someone on social media posted that the soldiers were unarmed; Greer rescinded the order.  

Curfew. Still, the streets remained largely calm throughout Thursday, April 30. Encouraged, Mayor 

Rawlings-Blake at that night’s leadership meeting in the early hours of Friday proposed lifting the 

overnight curfew. Small businesses had been especially hard hit by the violence: 384 had suffered 

damage and over 200 were so badly hit that they could not reopen. She was hearing from businesses 

that the curfew was hurting them disproportionately. Some community members and some religious 

leaders also felt it had been in place long enough. They pleaded with her to lift it.  

General Singh did not agree. “I was not in support of cutting the curfew,” she said. “Mainly because 

we didn’t know what we didn’t know going into the weekend. We were hearing all kinds of things about 

people coming in and having larger demonstrations.” For one thing, the state’s attorney was expected 

to announce on Friday what charges would be brought against the police officers who handled Freddie 

Gray. Charges perceived as too weak could swiftly reignite protests. Secondly, on Tuesday Malik Z. 

Shabazz, former head of the New Black Panther Party and leader of a group called Black Lawyers for 

Justice, had announced another, even larger, rally for the following Saturday, May 2. "We will be back 

here for a massive rally against police brutality and in support of the pain and suffering of Baltimore," he 

said.31  
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The general sympathized with the mayor, but only up to a point. “While I was understanding the 

pressure she was under, I felt like it was not the right decision,” she remembered. “I didn’t want my 

folks to get caught in a situation where it just kind of increased the risk for not only the [police] officers 

who were there, but also for my team.” She told the mayor: “Don’t lift it on a weekend, when people 

have nothing to do.”  

But Rawlings-Blake continued to push back. General Singh looked around at the city and state 

leaders gathered for the nightly meeting, wondering how to respond. With a threat? Cajoling? Just 

agree? She was sure the police would back a continuation of the curfew but was uncertain how the 

governor felt. As for the mayor, although Singh had a good personal relationship with her, everyone was 

exhausted after sleepless days and nights. A direct challenge might be more than anyone could tolerate. 

Singh, however, felt she had no choice. “I said, ‘If you lift the curfew, I’ll pull my troops out.’” All in 

the room, tired as they were, stared at her. “It was very tense,” said Singh. She wondered whether in an 

instant she had squandered much of the credibility she and her force had built over the preceding days. 

Belatedly, she realized she had not notified the governor in advance of her position. Maybe he would 

contradict her right there. “It could have been a stance that could have gotten me in a lot of trouble 

with him,” she noted. It could also damage her relationship with the mayor. So certain of her position 

only seconds earlier, Singh suddenly worried about her choice of words, and how she had presented her 

argument. Could she have handled the situation better? Was hers in fact a responsible position for the 

Guard to take?   
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